
Use of Technology Devices at Overhills Elementary School  
 

 
I, _______________________________________________, understand that using technology that is not mine is a privilege.  I understand that my actions are always a 
choice, and my choices have consequences, good and bad.  By signing below I agree to following rules and terms of use.  Noncompliance at any time will result in 
immediate disciplinary actions.  These guidelines are for all area areas of the building where technology is being used such as the classroom, media center, or computer 
lab.  
 
I agree to comply to following at all times: 

● use only my personal login info OR the login given to me, passwords, etc. to log on to a computer or website. 
● never to share my usernames or passwords with any students. 
● I will properly store and remove my machine as needed and as directed. 
● I will only manipulate my personal documents or documents as instructed by the teacher. 
● I will not manipulate information inserted by or completed by any other student (unless instructed by teacher as part of assignment). 
● I will not visit websites prohibited or blocked by Harnett County. 
● I will never use technology to “bully” another student in ANY way shape or form. 
● I will NEVER include derogatory information, texts, images, sounds, videos, etc. about myself, teachers, or other students/peers at anytime. 
● I will not plagiarize information in any manner. 
● I will not download or delete ANYTHING (games, programs, etc.). 
● I will only use the computer assigned to me. 
● I will not throw things at or around the machines. 
● I will report any suspicious behavior I notice- immediately. 
● I will not have food or drink near technology. 
● I will not mark on, write on, scratch, touch the screens, stick objects in/on, or otherwise damage the machine in any way. 

 
I understand that if I cause damage to a machine, then I will be responsible for paying to have the device repaired or replaced.  The costs could vary from $50 
or more.  Accidents happen but I know that I have to take responsibility and ensure continued technology at Overhills Elementary School. 
 
I understand that the list above is not 100% inclusive and there are other negative behaviors that could result in loss of computer privileges, disciplinary action, 
or even legal consequences.  If there is any part of this list I do not understand, I have been given the opportunity to ask questions and receive clarification.  
 
By signing below, I agree to follow, AT ALL TIMES, the rules and policies as stated on this contract. 
 
 
__________________________________________________ (Student Signature)     _______________________________________  (Date) 

__________________________________________________ (Parent Signature)       _______________________________________  (Date) 

__________________________________________________ (Teacher Signature)     _______________________________________  (Date) 


